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Bilbo House and Frodo House (min age: 18 | no maximum) 

The school has 2 different apartments under the same roof. Greatly located in a SECURE residential area 
within 5 minutes walking distance to our school premises in our unique residence!  

Bilbo House and Frodo House are options managed directly by ALCE and a perfect solution for students 
who wish to live more independently (SELF CATERING options), yet being part of a “family” group of 
international students.  They were totally refurbished the last 2-3 years. 

Centrally situated, the residence is within walking distance to the famous shopping streets of Bologna. 
The most beautiful city park, the Giardini Margherita is only few hundred metres away and represents a 
perfect spot for recreation activities or simply to relax and enjoy the luscious greens. 
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Apartment facilities  

The school manages the apartments and does the placements. The students do not get to choose as we 
try to separate mother tongues and regroup people by age (when possible).  
We try our best & the cohabitation works really well  It is very nice to see them as united actually! 
  

Check In: Sunday (before start of course) from 10.30 am to 5.00 pm  
Check out: Saturday (after end of course): before 11.00 am 
 

> Extra night upon request depending on the availability (usually possible!) 
 

All bills are included in the price + periodically cleaning of the common room! 

1/ Bilbo House apartment (1st floor) contains 5 furnished single bedrooms and includes the following 
     facilities:  

Fully equipped kitchen with flat screen TV 

 2 shared bathrooms, with shower and toilet 

 Free Wi-Fi  

Washing machine (free of charge) 

Open space common area  

  4 air-conditioned rooms (extra charge) 

  Weekly cleaning of the common room 
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2/Frodo House apartment (ground floor) features 5 furnished single bedrooms and includes 

following facilities:  

 Large fully equipped kitchen with flat screen / cable television (an open space living /dining area) 

 2 shared bathrooms, with shower and toilet 

 Free Wi-Fi + land phone (free calls in Italy!) 

 Washing machine and dryer (free of charge) 

 Dishwasher  

 Ventilators available 

 Weekly cleaning of the common rooms 
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